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President’s Letter  
February 2017 
Happy New Year! The major 160th events are over  

but we are 160 until October 2017 so our exhibitions  

continue to be a celebration. I hope your creativity is on 

high and you will participate in all the members’  

exhibitions in the coming months.  

Some recent RSASA events are highlighted on page 14. 

The Mayoral  reception on 16 November as part of the 

160th celebrations was well attended. The Lord Mayor 

was delighted with the gift of Leonid Olijnyk’s photo of 

Victoria Square in 1956 and ordered a copy for himself. 

The opening of the Authentic  Adelaide Exhibition on 1st 

December was a great success but sadly whilst Jack  

Condous received many enquiries from viewers, there 

was only one sale, a work by Jutta Prus; Victoria Square 

Fountain. The RSASA Summer School was a great  

success with eight workshops held at the RSASA Gallery, 

with six fully booked plus a sold out three day workshop 

in Victor Harbor with tutor Lorraine Lewitzka.  

Sheila Whittam FRSASA is the winner of the 2016 SALA 
Festival Award, The City of Unley Active Ageing Award. 
Her solo exhibition in the RSASA Gallery, ‘Poetics of the 
Interior’ which closes on 12 February, has attracted 
much interest and at the time of writing nine pieces are 

sold. Sheila organised a 
silent auction of one of 
her works, ‘The Intimacy 
of the Cedars’, with the 
proceeds going to support 
The Heysen Foundation. 
Sheila is a shining example 
for us all! 

A new year brings changes 
and we welcome the  
newly formed Kalori  
committee following Bob 
Landt’s retirement. This issue is their first production 
with Suzie Fewell as editor and Jenny Gregson doing 
design and layout.  

There will be a ‘Letters to the Editor’ section and a  
Featured Artist each edition. Members are invited to 
become part of the ongoing discussions. 

We will also be trialling having Kalori envelopes ready 
for collection on receival day when possible. This should 
reduce postage costs as well as giving members the  
opportunity to receive their material promptly. 

Do let us know your reaction, both positive and  
negative, to enable the Committee to fine tune future 
productions. I hope you enjoy the new look. 

Vikki Waller, President 

 

NEXT KALORI CLOSES 
1 May, 2017 

DYLAN 

AND  

COHEN  

2016 was an  

interesting year for 

poets; Bob Dylan was awarded the 2016 Nobel Prize for 

Literature and then didn’t attend the ceremony in  

Stockholm. Dylan is listed primarily as a songwriter (not 

singer) in Google and whether you agree with the “poet” 

tag or not, his lyrics were far from trivial and one could put 

them under the poetry category.  

Leonard Norman Cohen, (1934-2016) was a Canadian  

singer, songwriter, musician, poet, novelist, and painter. 

His work mostly explored religion, politics, isolation,  

sexuality, and personal relationships. Both Dylan and  

Cohen have made people think and discuss issues. Here 

are some quotes, first Dylan—”People seldom do what 

they believe in. They do what is convenient, then repent. 

All I can do is be me, whoever that is. He who is not busy 

being born is busy dying.” 

now Cohen – 

There is a crack in everything, that's how the light gets in. 

Children show scars like medals. Lovers use them as secrets 

to reveal. A scar is what happens when the word is made 

flesh. Poetry is just the evidence of life. If your life is  

burning well, poetry is just the ash. 

For 2017 let us be busy being born - seeing things anew 

and expose some cracks to let the light in. 

David Baker 

Photo David Baker 

SUBSCRIPTION REMINDER! 
Subs were due last November - have you paid yet? 
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Frey Micklethwait 

Constantly on the Move  
 

Frey has always liked art but did not ever consider it as a 

career in his schooldays, wanting to be an astronaut. Soon 

after enlisting in the army, he realised what a catastrophic 

mistake he had made by volunteering, and at that point 

began to doodle. After leaving the army, he did a Diploma 

in Teaching (Secondary Art) and then did emergency 

teaching and labouring for a few years. This was followed 

by a further year of study to obtain a Bachelor of  

Education which led to a job at TAFE in regional SA, and 

then at Elizabeth. His contract was not renewed as he had 

difficulty in conforming to teaching “the then current 

style.” He moved to Melbourne and spent years producing 

educational illustrations for the Museum of Victoria, the 

Planetarium and other clients. His mural work included 

very cheerful brightly coloured works for restaurants, 

theme parks, children’s hospitals and charities.  

He is currently studying at the Adelaide College of the Arts, 

majoring in ceramics, and hopes to do figurative,  

sculptural work. Frey won the first of his art prizes for an 

interactive painting of John Howard being spanked by an 

angel. More major prizes include the Border Art prize in 

2011 and the Solar Art Prize in 2015. He currently has a  

 

tiny 3D piece about to tour in a shoebox gallery to Berlin, 

London and Melbourne. 

In his early days, Frey worked from the cross weave of 

associations in his subconscious. His work “came more 

from the gut” and answered “the pull of the heart.” He has 

the rare gift of being able to easily liberate his  

subconscious and in earlier times felt almost as though  

deceased artists took over the reins for a while.  

Perhaps this accounts for his many different styles.  

However he says there is more planning and thinking 

about contemporary issues in his recent work and that  

it often has a message. 

His work started with self-imagery, progressed through a 

multitude of different phases including hand-made  

furniture, decorated and with his unmistakable quirky and 

often humorous touches such as hands and feet on arms 

and legs, and very accomplished traditional works often 

influenced by his trips to Italy. He does these for practice 

and often uses them to feed into other work, but says that 

they “resonate with him.” There are also very angry, dark, 

expressive works produced after his divorce.  

He likes to break down boundaries between the different 

arts e.g. painting and sculpture.  

He does large (remember the tall one that only just fitted 

below the cornice at RSASA) and very small, multiple 

paintings in one. He often does interactive works and 

plays with scale in more surreal works.  

FEATURED ARTIST 

Mural “Bistro d’Orsay” in progress. Detail of a two 

room ceiling decoration, Collins St Melbourne. 

 Photo by Yusan Coona 

Photo by the artist 

“He likes to break down boundaries  

   between the different arts“ 

“Round Midnight” oil on canvas,  
approx. 1.2 m in diameter 
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His quirky sense of 

humour is well 

known around the 

RSASA. He quite 

often “has a dig” at 

well-known works 

e.g. “the Screech”,  

a pun on  Munch’s 

“The Scream”, and 

his cartoons can be 

very cutting such as 

the one on trickle-

down economics. 

There are unifying 

threads or motifs 

that often recur in 

his work. One is the 

moon, which  

appears sometimes 

in odd places, and 

can appear a bit  

broken or knocked 

about and is likely to make a reappearance again soon in 

different phases. Another is quirky images of creatures 

from the fantasy world of fairy tales such as elves and  

mermaids but sometimes in unexpected juxtapositions. 

Future series might include large scale pieces exploring 

mankind’s relationship with nature a little along the lines 

of the Italian Renaissance painter, Arcimboldi. His hero is 

Giovanni Battista Tiepolo, one of the greatest decorative 

painters of 18th century Europe. 

Frey considers “The Three Possums” (oil, about 1.5m x 2m, 

see front cover) as a pivotal work. This piece was  

conceived when he was living very rough in a caravan in 

the bush in Northern NSW. On a walk, he found a dead  

juvenile possum that had fallen out of a tree and in order 

to honour its life began drawing and then painting it. He 

then began playing on the idea of Jackson Pollocks’s “Blue 

Poles” creating a very different, realist antipodean version. 

As with many of Frey’s works, he was “having a dig.”  

The background is flat and resembles an Australian bush 

Morris-style wallpaper. It is meticulously painted from 

objects found in the bush around where he was living. This 

contrasts well with the more three dimensional possums. 

The curvy shapes are in deliberate contrast to Pollock’s 

essentially straight lines. 

Frey’s work has taken giant leaps in many directions, many 

times, therefore his body of work defies categorization. 

Frey is someone who, artistically speaking, is constantly on 

the move, questioning and exploring new possibilities, 

never staying in the same place for very long.  

Above all, he wants his work to remain fresh. Frey grins 

and says “my style is that I have no style.” He attributes 

this lack of uniformity and consistency of style as perhaps 

the reason why he has not yet been taken up by a gallery. 

Frey thinks that contemporary art can be about just about 

anything but that many contemporary artists have become 

adept at using intellectual justifications; words have  

intruded into the space formerly occupied by visual  

representation.  

He grins again and defines “contemporary art” as “the 

ability to justify whatever you do.” Frey’s work is original, 

distinctive and  explorative, and would be considered by 

many to be a fine example of contemporary art.   

I, for one, am eager to see how Frey’s work changes and 

develops into the future. 

Suzie Fewell 

Unnamed brass cabochon 
setting of aventurine stone, 

approx 8 cm in height 

Photo by the artist  

“Frey’s work has taken giant leaps in 

many directions,many times” 

Jump , oil, approx. 20 cm diameter 

Photo by the artist 

Living rough in the caravan 

Photo by the artist 
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ROBERT LANDT 

BOB LANDT  
KALORI EDITOR 2005—2016 

It is hard to sum up Bob’s editorial achievements in a 

short article such as this.  

Bob took on Kalori singlehandedly for the last edition  

of 2005 in much the same way many of us do, because 

someone was required to do the job. He was editor for 

more than a decade. Until you attempt to do the job 

yourself, it is hard to imagine just how much is involved.  

He has taken the magazine from an eight page black  

and white document (basically a cut and paste) to a  

professional, colourful, self published magazine brimming 

with photographs and input from members. He has put 

his own distinctive mark on each Kalori that he has  

edited. He treats the design as an artistic endeavour;  

the colourful layout, editorial comment etc. reflects Bob’s 

larger than life personality, sense of humour and artistic 

sensibilities. As a framer in real life, he likes to “frame” 

each page to finish it off. 

Bob became interested in art at primary school especially 

when taught by Bon Edwardes (SA Maritime Museum) 

and the editor of the Children’s Hour, Frank S. Keally, at 

Gilles St School. He began when encouraged by his  

mother who bought him a paintbox when he was bed 

bound with blood poisoning from severe tonsillitis.  

He has never looked back.  

Bob works in water colours using, amongst others, a  

Japanese calligraphy brush that has been his friend for 

more than twenty years. It is not until you see the  

landscape and colours of the Yorke Peninsula where he 

lives that you realise how well Bob captures the  

atmosphere and mood of the place and how much of 

himself he puts into his works.  

Bob has won many awards throughout his long and  

continuing artistic career but his most recent ones are at 

the RSASA gallery where you may have seen the works. 

They were the Gwenda Hackett Memorial Art Prize for 

watercolour in 2015 (Country Depot) and in 2015 the 

People’s Choice in the Solar Art Prize (By His Hand),  

followed in 2016 with the Watercolour Landscape 

/Seascape Prize for the following year (Is This Mine). 

Bob has many loves apart from his lovely wife, Jen. He  

is a great collector. His mineral collection takes up more 

than a wall from top to bottom and besides the standard 

sort of specimens contains quirky ones such as a  

Bob receives his People’s Choice award in the Solar 
Art Prize, 2016, from organizer Pip Fletcher. 

Photos David Baker 

Yorke Valley School 2016. Watercolour 74cmx 
56cm framed. Photo Bob Landt 
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fossilised turd! He collects art books, mainly on Australian 

Art as well as art works. His portfolio of photographs of 

invertebrates is truly amazing, as is his knowledge of the 

animals themselves.  

His other great love is cars, especially those of the vintage 

variety which I suppose flows naturally from his other job 

as a motor mechanic.  

He is very proud of the Maitland Markets, in which he 

played a pivotal role, such as designing  the shopfronts.  

They are housed within a large shed but so delightfully  

configured with each stall having a different verandah  

so that the whole thing looks like a quirky town yet within 

a building. Bob has a permanent “corner gallery” . 

Bob has been very generous with his time at RSASA, for 

example, he continues as a Vice President. He has also 

greatly assisted the new Kalori Committee. We hope to do 

justice to his legacy.   

Thanks Bob. 

 

 

Bob’s first Kalori, December 2005 

“ Bob has won many awards throughout 

  his long and continuing artistic career...” 

OPERATING AT THE TOP  
Sandy Verschoor,  

CEO Adelaide Festival of Arts 

I met Sandy in her office in the city. What a pleasant  

surprise to hear her talk with excitement and  

commonsense about her passion—the Arts in  

South Australia. 

Sandy is a down to earth person, ready to listen to others, 

and passionate about her job. Should I say jobs, as she is 

not only a CEO, but also an Area Councillor for the  

Adelaide City Council. Furthermore, her partner is a  

practicing artist who has exhibited widely in sculpture  

and installation art. 

I liked what Sandy had to say about planning a vision for 

the future that ensures the Arts continues to play a  

significant role in our lives. This role is hard work, but  

inspirational. She said “South Australia is very much the 

quiet achiever -  we don’t make a lot of noise, but we 

know Australians from all States flock to see our Festivals,  

exhibitions, performances. My role is to help the SA public 

celebrate our achievements and make people feel proud 

of our heritage. The public get involved in so many of our 

activities  - 150,000 people attend Adelaide Writers’ Week, 

thousands come to our visual arts programs and many 

more attend our exciting Festival programs.” 

One can sense that these 

Arts activities are guided 

and assisted by Sandy. 

She is supported by  

expert teams, and one 

can sense the energy and 

excitement in the  

decorations and books in 

all the office spaces. 

There is no doubt Sandy  

is a woman of influence  

who appreciates many 

different forms of the arts. She has held key positions  

in a variety of arts positions before being appointed to  

her current role. 

She has already opened one of the RSASA exhibitions in 

2015 and hosted the 160th Anniversary Civic Reception at 

the Adelaide Town Hall. Make certain you read carefully 

the 2017 Adelaide Festival booking guide, as there are 

some very exciting exhibitions in the 2017 program 

It was a privilege to interview Sandy, and it is great to 

meet a CEO who understands the many forces that work 

for the arts and artists in our community today. 

Jack Condous 

Sandy Verschoor 
Photo by the author 
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SELECTION CRITERIA 

 

NOTES ON SELECTION CRITERIA 

FOR EXHIBITIONS 

At the AGM, members present vote for a new Selection 

Committee: six Fellows, two Associates and one Practicing 

Member with a limit of three consecutive years of service. 

The evaluation process varies from juror to juror.  

Whereas personal biases and tastes such as personal likes 

or dislikes of style, media or subject matter are present, 

there are also more universal standards for evaluating 

works of art which can be used for a more objective  

and/or well rounded and balanced assessment.  

Having seven judges with different personal biases and 

tastes also contributes to this balance. 

An international judge(1) suggests initial thoughts  

would be: 

1. Wow! 2. It works. 3. It works but... 4. It doesn’t work. 

All artists build on the work of other artists but what makes 

a work authentic is their interpretation of lessons given to 

us by the artistic giants of the past. If a piece is a direct 

copy in style or concept of another artist or tries to  

emulate the look of a photograph, it often falls short of its  

authenticity and would probably not make selection. 

Another judge(2) writes the first thing is the impact of the 

work. Does it catch the eye and hold it? Does the piece 

read well from a distance as well as close up? These are 

more subjective judgements. 

Then there is professionalism. Is the medium used well? 

Does the artist understand composition, proportion,  

colour contrast and colour harmony. If the work is  

representational, is the drawing done well and correctly?  

Is the form described with light and shadow? These are 

more objective judgments. 

Canadian artist and judge Robert Genn(3) compiled the fol-

lowing list of fourteen judging criteria which are given in 

M.E. “Mike” Bailey(4). Mike points out that this is a daunting 

list but basically each point speaks to one aspect of the 

compulsion to paint: originality! 

Compositional integrity: Does the composition work in the 

’big picture’: A good creative eye simplifies and is not 

distracted by minor elements or extraneous detail. Is 

there unity in the work? 

Sound craftsmanship: The artist is grounded in accepted 

means of application, order and knowledge of media 

chemistry. 

Colour sensitivity: An understanding of complementary, 

analogous, etc with attention to sophisticated greys. 

Creative interest: The subject is creatively different and 

holds the viewers attention. 

Design control: The artist has an understanding of how the 

eye is led by design, flow and activation of the work – 

effectively ‘seducing’ the viewer. 

Gestural momentum: Expressive brushwork or line-work 

with a variety of stroke and conveys ‘handmade’ visual 

energy.  

Artistic flair: Has the artist done something beyond blind 

representation, or just moving the materials around in 

some form of lazy play. When the work has style and 

panache that captivates the viewer there is the Wow! 

Expressive intensity: All stops are pulled out to enhance 

the central idea or general motif.   

Professional touch: Avoid amateur methodology –the work 

needs to look confident – professionals (mostly) tend 

to leave their strokes alone. 

Surface quality: Up close the surface is intriguing and a joy 

to cruise. This could be because of texture, handling of 

pigment or the complexity of surface abstraction – 

anything that fascinates. 

Intellectual depth: Has the artist given the viewer some-

thing to think about? Not just a pretty picture but a 

thoughtful metaphor without sentiment or kitsch. 

Visual distinction: Does the work have a look of  

uniqueness, either with style, subject matter or  

handling? Is it different to what has been seen before? 

Technical challenge: has the artist taken a risk and chosen 

something that requires above average skills not just 

something that anyone could do? 

Artistic audacity: Is the work “in your face” with some  

element that dazzles and makes the viewer sit up  

and take notice. Wow! 

All of these points are personal preferences of the judges 

and open to dispute by other judges and viewers alike.  
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Mike Bailey suggests that these points go up in your 

studio for reference, enabling you to take another  

insightful and honest look at your own work. 

In addition, the work should be professionally presented 

with, for example, well chosen framing of the best  

quality that you can afford, or if unframed, with no  

fingermarks along the sides.  Robert Genn(3a) also points 

out that a messy or poorly sized signature can detract 

from a work. 

The subject matter by itself should not be used to 

attract praise or attention but rather it is the manner in 

which the artist has interpreted the subject that reflects 

the true essence of creativity(1). 

The judges at The Gateway(2) also drew attention to the 

need to submit the best photograph possible where 

these are being used for initial selection.  The work 

should be squared on the paper, cropped if necessary 

and any backgrounds should complement the work in 

colour and value and have no distracting elements.  

The colour should correctly and accurately describe the 

work. A juror cannot guess what is hidden by a poor 

photograph. Poor photography can mean inaccurate 

judging and that the work is not selected(2) .  

Vikki Waller 

1 .Vito-Leonardo Scarola Professor of drawing and painting at Saddleback College, Mission Viejo California 

Extracts from “Go Figure A Survey of the Human Form”.  

2. From Judges Criteria for Selecting Works for the 2014 Gateway to Imagination Juried Art Competition, 

Farmington Museum, Farmington New Mexico 87402 

3. Robert Genn (1936-2014) born Victoria BC Canada, landscape artist in oils and acrylic. 3a. Robert and now his 

daughter write bi-weekly letters which you can subscribe to free of charge or just browse at http//

painterskeys.com.  A recent letter titled “The Full Picture” complements this piece. 

4. M.E. “Mike” Bailey AWS, NWS (American Watercolour Society, National Watercolour Society) Lecturer at 

University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC). Workshops entitled “Painting Beyond the Obvious”. 

“ … each point speaks to one aspect of the  

     compulsion to paint: originality!” 

WHAT IS AN ARTIST? 
 
The following quote is taken from Kalori, Spring, 1962 which in turn quotes from an article in Punch written by  
R.J. Richardson before the opening of the Royal Academy in 1908.  It was brought to our attention by Bob Landt. 
 

 An artist is a person who paints what he thinks he sees. 

 An amateur is a person who thinks he paints what he sees. 

 An impressionist is a person who paints what other people think he sees. 

 A popular artist is a person who paints what other people think they see. 

 A successful artist is a person who paints what he thinks other people 

see. 

 A great artist is a person who paints what other people see they think. 

 A failure is a person who sees what other people think they paint. 

 A portraitist is a person who paints what other people don't think he 

sees. 

 A landscape painter is a person who doesn't paint what other people see. 

 A realist is a person who sees what other people don’t paint. 

 An idealist is a person who paints what other people don't see. 

 The hanging committee are people who don't see what other people think they paint. 

 A Royal Academician is a person who doesn't think and paints what other people see. 

 A genius is a person who doesn't see and paints what other people don't think. 

 A critic is a person who doesn't paint and thinks what other people don't see. 

 The public are people who don't see or think what other people don't paint. 

  A dealer is a person who sees that people who paint, don't think, and who thinks that people who don't paint don't 

see. He sees people who don't see people who paint; he thinks that people who paint don't see people who see;  

and he sees what people who don't paint think. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

Contemporary, the Misunderstood  
Concept …  

 

I recently read the article in the October issue this year of 

the Adelaide Review by John Neylon entitled “Candle in  

the Wind”. 

John Neylon opens up what should be considered by us all 

in our society. He speaks honestly of how we may move 

forward and not stay in an historical time warp. By and 

large, our membership at the RSASA has become safe and 

mediocre, keeping within the bounds of the history of the 

place and the way things have always been done. Due to 

its ways of operating within an historical culture, it draws 

to itself artists and viewers who themselves have stood by 

conventions and tradition. 

When I look back, the sixties and seventies in the RSASA 

seemed more avant garde than now, and due to its  

modernist challenge, it was different. Australia, for  

example, was being seen differently by Clifford Pugh and 

others of his ilk (featured in the 160 year promo) than for 

Hans Heysen of the previous generation. New people 

wanted to view it and engage with modernism because  

It had a different point of view. This is the basis of this  

dialogue - that another generation of artists has a differing 

point of view, seeing the world differently and wanting to 

express it their way. 

There was a leading edge and bravado then, and into the 

seventies when I joined the RSASA, I looked up to many 

artists as they were so impressive - they were willing to 

take risks. We just need to look through Adam Dutkiewiz’s 

new book to see the vitality of the artists represented 

then.  

I personally do not think the RSASA has built on this  

progressive stream of modernism. Modernism progressed 

eventually into the contemporary and new material  

whereas painting and other 2D became less popular.  

There are a few contemporary artists in the RSASA but  

generally I think the reason why the RSASA did not move 

on was that the RSASA had its own introverted troubles 

back then and that it took energy just to keep going!  This 

lasted into the early 90s with troubles and division. 

I have read David Braun’s article in Kalori Dec 2016 entitled 

“Contemporary, the Misunderstood Concept” and  

struggled to follow his logic. I think that he is speaking  

and supporting traditional/narrative/non contemporary 

art, and asks where this fits in present times. He concedes 

it imitates what has gone before. He wants "names" for the 

varied approaches taken by contemporary artists so that 

any dialogue is very clear. 

I, personally, did not find David Braun’s article clear.  It 

would be good to spend time with John Neylon or Chris 

Orchard who gets along to the RSASA to get some ideas  

as to how to move forward, to build on the exploratory 

artists of the past and not be mere imitators of our past.   

Organisations where the members stay backward looking 

inevitably start to struggle to attract the younger  

generation and the memory of a more illustrious past soon 

fades away. 

John Neylon reinforces this, warning members that the 

RSASA needs to consider moving forward instead of 

"lapsing into isolationism or kidding ourselves that it is all 

about getting young people on board." He goes on to  

outline what he himself observes about the younger artists 

in Adelaide. He makes the point that we at the RSASA 

“need the will to come to the trading table." 

I myself at over sixty years of age took steps to update and 

complete my previous training. I needed to be re-educated 

into the current thinking in art. At ACSA (Adelaide Central 

School of Art), I found that the contemporary approach 

built on the past, and did not discard it. 

Post post modernism is here, nothing remains the same 

and the conventions do not need to be upheld forever for 

our RSASA to have a new way forward. Does it? 

Sheila Whittam 

“I personally do not think the Society has built on  

  this progressive stream of modernism.” 
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LETTERS continued... 

You Can Be Derivative or Creative 

A response to Sheila Whittam’s Article 

The idea that traditional values can be so easily  

marginalized is the issue at hand and I have a sincere  

respect for the comments that Sheila has made and the 

effort she has taken to respond to my article.  

I think that we can all agree that the history of visual art has 

never been straightforward and often reflects the attitudes 

and taste of the curators and arbiters of taste who strive to 

assert their viewpoints regardless of the intention of the 

artist. The premise has always been that the artist’s intent 

is to produce art. When viewing contemporary work the 

additional assumption is that the contemporary artist is 

more creative than someone following an established  

artistic format. 

My underlying belief is that a work of art should reflect 

both a commitment to the practice of art making as well as 

a love of the imagery being shared with an audience. This 

statement can easily include any form of artistic expression 

and does not require re-educating anyone to appreciate 

what is being offered. Nevertheless, people feel that varied 

approaches of art are in conflict with one another and 

these individuals maintain the belief that art can either be 

derivative or creative, not both.  This attitude has become 

problematic and can limit someone’s appreciation of the 

diverse approaches taken. The marginalization of  

traditional forms of art in today’s art market is an outcome 

of this viewpoint.  

The suggestion made in my article was that traditional art 

approaches were being marginalized by the rhetoric and 

divisive influence of people whose financial investment in 

art has dominated its direction. I believe that contemporary 

art practise has developed as a result of the influence of 

speculative interests who see art as an investment. In 

effect, art today is seen in the same way the stock market is 

viewed and powerful interests pay inordinate sums of  

money on quick turn-arounds regardless of whether the 

imagery being viewed has any individual identity or value. 

The consequence of art being seen as a quick investment 

has resulted in both the quality of the work coming into 

question as well as the integrity of what has been termed 

production work or process based abstract approaches.  

The Shock of the New, a documentary and later a book  

exploring the 100 year history of Modern Art made a  

strong impression on many of us when it was presented  

in 1980. Although the work was compelling there were 

then, as there are now, individuals who have dedicated 

their lives to developing a personal style which represents 

how they interpret the world and not how other people 

want them to do it.  

The claim that traditional art is derivative and that modern 

abstract approaches have no historical reference is at best 

inaccurate. If we accept that process based abstract  

approaches have nothing to do with the 130 year history  

of Modern Art then the work of artists such as Mark  

Rothko, Jackson Pollock, Willem de Kooning or Gorky did 

not change the way we looked at art. And, the statement 

that “Monet is only an eye,” as noted by Cezanne, “but 

what an eye” obviously has no impact on a generation of 

artists who claim not to be influenced by what the passage 

of time has presented. From Titian’s muddy colours in 1560 

through to Matisse’s incredible work around 1900, the 

search for ways of expressing an individual approach has 

been in the forefront of artistic development.  

Taking risks today actually means having a greater chance 

of being recognised by investors or curators and little to do 

with the courage or the concept of risk taking that was 

demonstrated by artists such as Marcel Duchamp who  

submitted his work Fountain in 1917 to the Society of  

Independent Artists for their first annual exhibition. This 

piece was a porcelain urinal which he signed R.Mutt.  

It was rejected from the show. 

Some individuals hold that most contemporary art is  

sensational, all style and no substance, however after a 

year on the selection committee of the RSASA I can state 

that no work has ever been refused entry into a show  

because it was a contemporary piece. Contemporary pieces 

have consistently been exhibited yet in spite of this,  

concern has been expressed that the Royal Society is made 

up of individuals who seem to be trapped in a time warp. 

The fact that I support traditional/narrative/non-

contemporary art does not mean I don’t appreciate or  

respect those artists who follow a different path and I  

“… the belief that art can either be derivative  
   or creative, not both.” 

“… no work has ever been refused entry into a 
  show because it was a contemporary piece. .” 
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Tsering Hannaford 
Recently a friend sent me an extract from the  

retirement speech of Judge Geoffrey Muecke, the 

Chief Judge of the District Court of South Australia. 

I quote “ln July last year Phil and I went to the Royal 

South Australian Society of the Arts Gallery ...  There 

was an exhibition for that Society's Portrait Prize. 

There we saw a Daryl Austin which we thought very 

fine. There were also portraits painted by Wayne 

Hancock, Louise Feneley, Oliver Sheppard and  

Sophie Downey that impressed. 

There were two others there that caught our eyes.  

One was a self-portrait. lt was a Giclee print on  

German etching paper. The other was an oil on 

board titled Julia, Protea (a picture of this work can 

be found in Kalori, August 2015 on p14 as part of an 

article by Jack Condous).  The artist's surname of 

both was familiar. lt was Hannaford.  lt was Tsering 

Hannaford.  Phil and I were then convinced that we 

had found the artist we had been looking for to paint 

my portrait.” 
Artist Tsering Hannford with Judge Geoffrey 

Muecke and his portrait. 

completely agree that the new generation of artists has a 

different point of view, that they see the world differently 

and want to express it in their own way. My argument is 

that the new production art is not a different point of 

view, it is part of the same experimental directions taken 

for the last 130 years.  

Concern was expressed that the Society allows the  

perpetuation of styles which are deemed inappropriate 

and not sophisticated enough for the contemporary art 

scene. Thinking of this nature can have a pervasive  

influence on the future of the organisation which is made 

up of over 400 individual artists doing their own thing. 

Perhaps there was a limited understanding or appreciation 

of other art forms as expressed by members of this Society 

75 years ago as pointed out by John Neylon’s article in the 

Adelaide Review Candle in the Wind.  But the implication is 

that the RSASA has the same attitudes today which caused 

the schism of 1942 and subsequent formation of the  

Contemporary Art Society in South Australia.  

Sheila’s contribution to this discussion has presented the 

Society with a challenge which I think is worthy of support.  

I think an exhibition strictly of contemporary pieces would 

be a real eye opener for the Society. It would be one of the 

most powerful shows ever held in this venue if we kept to 

the spirit of what a contemporary piece should actually 

demonstrate. In fact, work should be rejected if it does not 

conform to the ideals to which contemporary art aspires.  

I will make that recommendation to the management 

committee at our next meeting.  

David Braun 

“The good artist always leaves room for doubt”  

Tim Olsen, gallerist, son of John Olsen.  

Vogue Australia Oct. 2016 

Rembrandt was often short of funds, both because he 

liked to spend money, and later on because his style of 

art became unpopular.  

His students used to paint gold coins on the studio 

floor and take great delight when he bent down to 

pick them up! 

During WW2 an inquisitive German Officer was  

harassing Picasso in his Parisian apartment.   

Noticing a photograph of Guernica lying on a table, the 

officer asked if Picasso had done that.  

The reply  was “No, you did.” 
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For some time I have noticed a trend for some artists 

to be less creative in their work and turn more towards 

being copyists. This really shows a lack of personality 

and imagination. I have looked at the works displayed 

and have realised that some appear to have been tak-

en straight out of popular magazines, calendars or 

books.  

There is no harm in using items from publications and 

other artists’ works, but it is poor practice not to  

attribute where the items used have come from. Who 

created the originals? Where is the professionalism  

in claiming something to be yours when it comes 

straight from a work or photograph that someone  

else has created?  

Admittedly, artists have copied for years, especially 

during training, but even in this case works should be 

given appropriate attribution so that no confusion rises 

(the original artist’s name should be given immediately 

above that of the copying artist).  Copying can be part 

of the learning process. 

To exhibit copied works where the artist is claiming to 

be a professional practising artist is likely to count 

against them and would be considered poor practice by 

most artists.  In some cases, an idea, composition, etc 

can be reworked, but there is sufficient original input 

to carry the work, e.g. John Brack’s “The Bar” 1954 

which is an ironic reference to Manet’s “A Bar at the 

Folies-Bergere”.   

To be a good artist you have to be able to create  

something original from the information you have. 

There is a need to plan, sketch and design a work,  

to move things about in your mind to suit the work,  

to have the ability to change an idea in mid-stream, 

and to know when a work is finished. This is one of the 

great experiences of being an artist.   

Art is for the artist, not for those who can copy a photo 

of the Queen, a bird or landscape from a pre-existing 

work. Art is seeing something and creating something 

totally new from what is in front of you, reinterpreting 

it for the viewer who may not originally see it in the 

same way. It is your interpretation, emotional reaction, 

etc, to the idea behind the work.  Your personality and 

mind's eye create what you would like a work to be. 

The thought and planning that goes into it becomes 

your difference, your style; the thing that makes it 

yours. (Anyone can work at a crossword but the art is 

in the creation).  

lf you wish to become a good artist, you are advised 

not to be a copyist: use your imagination and prove 

yourself to your peers. You are an individual, an artist, 

and this is your art: you are unlike the mass of the  

trivial and commercial. When you do this you will be  

a far happier creative person and be able to use the 

term ARTIST not COPYIST! 

Your RSASA has a clause in their entry forms which  

stipulates: EACH WORK SUBMITTED MUST BE THE  

CONCEPT, DEVELOPMENT AND EXECUTION OF THE 

ARTIST’S OWN INITIATIVE AND IMAGINATION. So:  

Bob Landt, ARTIST. FRSASA. 

Copyist n.  

1. A person who makes written copies; transcriber  

2. A person who imitates or copies  

Collins English Dictionary - Complete and Unabridged, 

12th Edition 2014 CI HarperCollins Publishers L99t, 

\994,1998, 2000, 2003, 2006, 2007 ,2w9,20L!,20L4 

ARTISTS OR COPYISTS? 

DON'T just copy, CREATE! 

“To exhibit copied works where the artist 

is claiming to be a professional artist … 

would be considered poor practice…”  

“Your personality and mind's eye create 

  what you would like a work to be.“ 

“As my artist’s statement explains, my work is utterly 

incomprehensible and is therefore full of deep         

significance.”  

Calvin and Hobbes  

“Every child is an artist.  The problem is how to remain 

an artist once you have grown up.”   

Picasso 
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Summer Exhibition: Imagine 

Congratulations to the following members who gained an Award of Merit: 

Kim Dang, Louis Gail Clark, Amanda Hodgson, Farahnaz Majelan, Shirley Mangin, Christine Moran (two), and 

Peter Noble. 

And those who obtained an Award of Excellence: Krystyna Andrecki, and Peter Noble.  

The Authentic Adelaide exhibition was held at the town hall 
during December and January. The event coincided with 

both the 160th anniversary of RSASA and the 150th for the 
Town Hall. It was opened by the Lady Mayoress,  

Genevieve Theseira Haese.  

One exhibit that attracted much attention was the Queen 
Adelaide sculpture by Scott Eames. The full sized work will 
be cast in bronze once it has been modelled and will be a 

prominently placed piece of Adelaide Public Art.  

Scott is shown above with Vikki Waller, The Lady Mayoress 
and Jack Condous at the opening. 

Photo David Baker 

Iroda Adil, above, and  Adam Opala, below, conducting  
workshops at the 2016 Summer School. 

Photos Bev Bills 

SALES 
Congratulations to Ludwig Dutkiewicz, Babs Sinclair, Krys  

Andrecki, Catherine Finnis, Gerhard Ritter, Vikki Waller, Juta 

Prus, Maggie Rees, Peter Noble, and Sheila Whittam, who sold 

a total of $4,260 worth of works during the last quarter, while 

the print bin total was a very healthy $649. 

Sonya Fantozzi of Pimlott Framing, Leonard Olijnyk,  
photographer of the work shown, and the Lord Mayor  

Martin Haese viewing RSASA’s gift at the mayoral reception 
held in the Banqueting Room at the Town Hall on  

16 November as part of the RSASA’s  
160th anniversary celebrations.  

Photo David Baker 

RSASA EVENTS 
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 NEW MEMBERS 
 Welcome to  Olya Alde, Harjas Kaur, Sandra Earle Russo, Natasha Desile, and Priya Vijayan. 

Alan Ramachandran is on another of his painting 
trips to Asia.  He is currently in Nepal. 

Aileen Brooks, above, and  John Palmer, below,  
at the opening of the Summer Exhibition. 

 Photo Jack Condous. 

Christine Moran receives her Awards of Merit  
from Rebecca Evans at the opening of the  

Summer Exhibition.  

Photo Jack Condous. 

RSASA EVENTS 

Vikki Waller introducing Rebecca Evans of AGSA at the  
opening of  “Imagine,” RSASA Summer Exhibition 2016-2017.  

 Photo Jack Condous 

Farahnaz Majelan and friend at the Summer Exhibition in  
front of her Merit Award winning work “Inquietude” 

 Photo Jack Condous 
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A big thankyou to our sponsors 

RSASA EVENTS 

Swee Wah Yew,  Paik Lye Kang (both on the right) and 
friends at the Summer Exhibition 

Photo Jack Condous  

Barbara Dunn displaying a work from the print bin at the 
Summer Exhibition. 

Photo Jack Condous  


